
 
Thank you for your purchase of one of the finest 

hand-built pedals available today. This pedal is named 
“The Gentleman” because it is specifically deigned to 

attenuate and your input signal without losing tone and 
without changing the impedance. This allows you to clean 

up and tame the overall gain on virtually all overdriven 
amps, while keeping your signal clarity and maintaining 

the original tone characteristics of your amp! 
 

The pedal is also 100% passive and does not 
require power or batteries to work! The Gentleman might 

just become your new favorite secret weapon to help 
expand and diversify your search for the ultimate tone!  

 

There are several attenuation settings (from 0dB to -15 dB) on this pedal that allow you 
to customize just how much level you send to your amp’s input. Think of it like having a 

footswitchable preset level for your instrument’s output volume, except it is always 
precise and doesn’t suck your tone. No need to guess where your guitar’s level needs to 
be and no wasting time trying to find that exact sweet spot while performing on stage! 

 
On single channel amps, the secret is to set your amp to your preferred max gain setting, 

and then use the pedal to clean up (cut) the gain. Effectively, it creates the flexibility of 
having an added second channel that has less gain while maintaining your original tone.  

With both switches down, only the volume knob on the pedal is 
active to control the level of attenuation. The variable range in this 

setting is 0db (Unaffected - RIGHT) to -3dB (Max - LEFT) 
…ONLY the volume knob will adjust the –dB level in this setting!! 
Use this setting to create a slightly boosted lead tone. Keep the 

pedal on (attenuated) for your main tone and turn it off (unaffected) 
allowing your amp’s maxed gain/output to increase for solo boosts 

or for a louder and/or more overdriven part of your song as needed.   



  
With the LEFT switch DOWN and the RIGHT switch UP, the variable 

attenuation range in this setting is -5dB to -8dB. By flipping the 
right switch in the up position, it creates a total of -5dB input 

attenuation and the volume knob on the pedal can also be used 
here to dial in an additional -3dB range for a total of -8dB. 

 
This setting is perfect for creating a second clean(er) channel on 

cranked mid-overdrive style amps such as a PLEXI or a TWEED. The 
flexibility of having the addition of the volume pot range with this 
setting works great to fine tune your gain structure based on what 

pickups your guitar has. The hotter your pickups, the more 
attenuation you would want to use for a cleaner tone.  

With both switches in the UP position, the volume knob now 
becomes disabled and the pedal is set to its maximum attenuation 

setting. The attenuation level is fixed at roughly -15dB.  
 

This setting is best used to clean up higher gain amps or can be 
used in front of an overdrive/distortion pedal to reduce your overall 
gain, effectively creating a second, lower gain channel. This setting 
is a fairly aggressive reduction to the output, however, your tone 
will not become muddy whatsoever. Your instrument will maintain 
all of the high-end clarity as well as the tone of your original signal. 

If using this pedal as a boost with any DI/line level instrument, such as a keyboard 
or acoustic guitar, I highly recommend keeping The Gentleman ON as your main 
output and turning the pedal off to create the boost. This will allow you to dial in 

a boost range of 0dB up to approximately 15db without coloring your tone. 

Thank you for choosing Foppstar Amps for your tone needs.  

Your pedal is warranted against defects for ONE year. Parts and labor to repair the unit 
will be covered 100% during the warranty period. Shipping to and from is the sole 
responsibility of owner. The warranty does not cover broken knobs or abuse. Please 
make sure the nuts/jacks are tightened on a regular basis. Pedals get stepped on and 
parts will become loose over time! If your pedal ever has issues after the warranty 
period, I will help you repair it quickly and properly. Thank you for your support!  

 


